
 

 
 

FREQUENCIES, PREDICT LARGER TRIALS. 
INVESTIGATIONS OVERVIEW PAGE 

THIS PAGE IS A SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATIONS THAT STUDENTS MAY ENGAGE IN TO DEEPEN THEIR RELATIONAL UNDERSTANDING. 
INVESTIGATIONS WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS FOLLOW ON SUBSEQUENT PAGES. 

 
 

• In pairs, children roll 2 dice.Children conduct a chance experiment using a small number of trials, recording the frequencies. They use the frequencies to predict 
the frequencies in a larger trial. They conduct the larger trial. They compare the frequencies from the 2 trials. They compare their predicted frequencies from their 
actual frequencies. They identify differences, explaining that smaller trials and predictions are likely but not certain. Children use the data from their trials to predict 
the frequencies in much larger trials of 50, 100, 200, 1000. Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the frequencies in 
larger trials? 

• In pairs, children make a spinner, or use one freely available on the Internet, where numbers / colours / symbols are recorded an equal number of times.Children 
conduct a chance experiment using a small number of trials, recording the frequencies. They use the frequencies to predict the frequencies in a larger trial. They 
conduct the larger trial. They compare the frequencies from the 2 trials. They compare their predicted frequencies from their actual frequencies. They identify 
differences, explaining that smaller trials and predictions are likely but not certain. Children use the data from their trials to predict the frequencies in much larger 
trials of 50, 100, 200, 1000. Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the frequencies in larger trials? 

• In pairs, children conduct a chance experiment tossing 1, 2, 3 or 4 coins, using a small number of trials, recording the results. Children conduct a chance 
experiment using a small number of trials, recording the frequencies. They use the frequencies to predict the frequencies in a larger trial. They conduct the larger 
trial. They compare the frequencies from the 2 trials. They compare their predicted frequencies from their actual frequencies. They identify differences, explaining 
that smaller trials and predictions are likely but not certain. Children use the data from their trials to predict the frequencies in much larger trials of 50, 100, 200, 
1000. Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the frequencies in larger trials? 

• Children conduct a survey with one class at the school, for example, favourite TV show. They use the data to predict the frequencies in a trial of every class in the 
school. Children identify any issues with using the data to predict frequencies for all classes, for example, the grade of the trial class. Children work out a better 
sample, to provide more reliable data, for example, 2 children from each class, a boy and a girl from each class, etc. Reflection: How can we use the frequencies 
from a small number of trials to predict the frequencies in larger numbers of trials? 

• Children research statistics on the Internet, identifying whether the data was predicted from smaller samples, or whether the data is actual. Data could include 
opinion polls and form part of a study on Government. Reflection: How can we use the frequencies from a small number of trials to predict the frequencies in larger 
numbers of trials? 
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Frequencies, Predict Larger Trials 
 

Roll 2 dice. 
Conduct a chance experiment using a small number of trials, recording the frequencies in a dot 
plot.  
Use the frequencies to predict the frequencies in a larger trial.  
Conduct the larger trial.  
Compare the frequencies from the 2 trials.  
Compare your predicted frequencies from your actual frequencies.  
Identify differences, explaining that trials and predictions are likely but not certain.  
Use the data from your trials to predict the frequencies in much larger trials of 50, 100, 200, 
1000.  
Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the 
frequencies in larger trials?  
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Frequencies, Predict Larger Trials 

Make a spinner, or use one freely available on the Internet, where numbers / colours / symbols 
are recorded an equal number of times. 
Conduct a chance experiment using a small number of trials, recording the frequencies in a dot 
plot.  
Use the frequencies to predict the frequencies in a larger trial.  
Conduct the larger trial.  
Compare the frequencies from the 2 trials.  
Compare your predicted frequencies from your actual frequencies.  
Identify differences, explaining that trials and predictions are likely but not certain.  
Use the data from your trials to predict the frequencies in much larger trials of 50, 100, 200, 
1000.  

Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the 
frequencies in larger trials?  
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Frequencies, Predict Larger Trials 

Conduct a chance experiment tossing 1, 2, 3 or 4 coins, using a small number of trials, 
recording the results in a dot plot. 
Use the frequencies to predict the frequencies in a larger trial.  
Conduct the larger trial.  
Compare the frequencies from the 2 trials.  
Compare your predicted frequencies from your actual frequencies.  
Identify differences, explaining that trials and predictions are likely but not certain.  
Use the data from your trials to predict the frequencies in much larger trials of 50, 100, 200, 
1000.  

Reflection: How can we use data about frequencies in chance experiments to predict the 
frequencies in larger trials? 
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Frequencies, Predict Larger Trials 

Conduct a survey with one class at the school, for example, favourite TV show.  

Use the data to predict the frequencies in a trial of every class in the school.  

Identify any issues with using the data to predict frequencies for all classes, for example, the 
grade of the trial class may give different results, for example, asking children in Year 1 may 
give different responses to asking children in Year 5.  

Work out a better sample, to provide more reliable data, for example, 2 children from each 
class, a boy and a girl from each class, etc.  

Reflection: How can we use the frequencies from a small number of trials to predict the 
frequencies in larger numbers of trials? 
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